
PEER REVIEW HISTORY 

BMJ Open publishes all reviews undertaken for accepted manuscripts. Reviewers are asked to 

complete a checklist review form (http://bmjopen.bmj.com/site/about/resources/checklist.pdf) and 

are provided with free text boxes to elaborate on their assessment. These free text comments are 

reproduced below.   

 

ARTICLE DETAILS 

TITLE (PROVISIONAL) Motor Vehicle Crashes During Pregnancy and Cerebral Palsy During 
Infancy: A Longitudinal Cohort Analysis 

AUTHORS Redelmeier, Donald; Naqib, Faisal; Thiruchelvam, Deva; Barrett, Jon 

 

VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Morris Odell 
Victorian Institute of Forensic Medicine, Australia 
 
I am personally known to the first author. 

REVIEW RETURNED 11-Apr-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS This is an interesting study of the possible risk of cerebral palsy after 
crashes in pregnancy. Although a large number of births were 
included in the study the number of affected children was very low 
and this is reflected in the wide confidence limits for the findings, 
some of which, as the authors acknowledge, overlapped the null. 
Perhaps as a consequence of this granularity in the numbers, some 
of the findings appear unusual - for instance the wide variation in 
relative risk with socioeconomic status (table 2). An interesting 
finding was the lack of increased numbers of affected children born 
at term compared to those born prematurely. Given that prematurity 
is a well known risk factor for CP it would be useful to have the 
numbers compared to current statistics from literature devoted to 
this subject rather than just the non-CP group. It would also be 
useful to have the CP risks stratified by gestational age as this also 
known to be an independent risk factor. The absence of data as to 
the severity of the collision was potentially a serious problem but the 
data were apparently not available. 

 

REVIEWER Håvard Trønnes 
Children's Hospital  
Haukeland University Hospital  
Norway 

REVIEW RETURNED 19-Apr-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS This paper on the association between maternal involvement in 
motor vehicle accident and CP in offspring is original, novel and very 
interesting. The project takes advantage of  prospectively collected 
information from the ICES database. It is rare to see such extensive 
data on traffic accidents linked with reliable perinatal and 
sociodemographic data.  
Although the authors have included 1.3 million mother-child pairs, 
and of these, almost 8000 hade been exposed to a motor vehicle 
crash, the outcome CP is rare, resulting in rather small numbers and 
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uncertain estimates.  
The research is well performed and described, which make it easy 
for the reader to understand this project.  
 
In general, I am positive to this paper. However, I do have several 
issues that need to be addressed:  
 
1. Major issues 
1.1 The paper highlights the finding of a significant risk difference 
among those born preterm. Stratification on gestational age is 
problematic, as preterm birth is one of the most influential risk 
factors birth on CP risk. You may be aware of Judea Pearl and his 
successors’ statistical theories of causal inference. These 
statisticians claim that when adjusting for an intermediate variable 
(in this case preterm birth for the possible causal relation between 
car crash and CP), a bias termed colliding bias may occur. This bias 
occurs when there are unknown variables that may cause both the 
intermediate variable (preterm birth) and the outcome (CP) and is 
unpredictable both in magnitude and direction. This is perhaps 
difficult to comprehend, and I am not sure if I have managed to 
explain this clearly. For a better comprehension of this topic, I would 
recommend the paper ”On the pitfalls of adjusting for gestational age 
at birth” by Wilcox et al.  
However, causal inference theory is controversial, and the 
researchers did not  - unexpectedly - find an increased incidence of 
preterm birth with car crashes, indicating that preterm birth is not an 
intermediate variable in this research, and the collider bias issue 
may be less important.  
Still, I think this issue needs to be considered, especially since the 
association between car crashes and CP in preterm infants is 
highlighted.  
 
1.2 Twin pregnancies are counted as separate observations, but 
these observations are not independent. If one fetal twin is affected 
by a motor vehicle accident exposure, the effects on the fetus may 
be an additional exposure to the second fetus. Furthermore, twin 
pregnancy is a risk factor for CP. Therefore, I think that the analysis 
also should be performed with exclusion of twin pregnancies. 
 
1.3 Since some mothers are counted for more than once in the 
dataset, some observations will not be independent. It is possible 
that the authors have considered this, stating that ”repeat 
pregnancies were counted as separate events”, referring to Ananth 
et al. Please clarify this.  
 
1.4 I think that the discussion is a little thin. I would have expected 
more discussion of potentially unaccounted confounders (for 
example maternal stress or psychiatric illness) and why children 
born preterm were at increased risk after a car crash, especially 
when the rate of preterm birth was equal in the exposed and non-
exposed mothers. I also think that discussion of the results should 
be in the Discussion section and not mixed with the results (only in 
”Additional Predictors in cases with Preterm birth”). 
 
1.5 Strongly consider to revise the reference list. A large number of 
references are listed, and some seem inappropriate for the text, 
some are repeated, and some seem irrelevant. For more details, see 
”minor issues”, 2.5-2. 
 
2. Minor issues 
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2.1 The information the authors have accessed is impressive and 
nearly overwhelming. I suggest that the authors seek to leave out 
information that is little relevant to the research question, for 
example some of the variables the database lacks and 
explained/unexplained CP (which is in itself problematic and is not 
important for the analyses). 
 
2.2  Page 4, line 12: consider to change ”causes” with risk factors.  
 
2.3 Page 4, line 18: consider to replace ”many” with ”most”.  
 
2.4 Page 8, lines 45-46. I do not think that the consideration of the 
total fewer cases of CP in the cohort is meaningful.  
 
2.5 Check if references 11 and 12 are appropriate according to the 
text. 
2.6 Check reference 46 in the text. 
2.7 Check if references 48 is appropriate and necessary.  
2.8 Check if reference 61 is relevant. Consider instead reference to 
ICD. 
2.9 Reference 70 is repeated four times. 
2.10 Check if ref. 103 is appropriate 
 

 

REVIEWER Katie Harron 
London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, UK 

REVIEW RETURNED 12-Jun-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS This study uses hospital data to study the relationship between 
cerebral palsy and motor vehicle crashes during pregnancy. I think it 
is an interesting and important study, and have a few points of 
clarification on the methods.  
 
1. Abstract: percentages (or rates) should be provided (e.g. 
7933=x% of newborns that were involved in a crash). What does the 
term “marginal” increased risk refer to? Absolute increases in risk 
should be provided along side the relative increases, i.e. the risk of 
cerebral palsy in each group should be stated. The number included 
in the propensity score analysis should be provided.  
2. Article summary: missing word in the second bullet point (tracked 
longitudinally for ? years). This bullet point refers to preterm birth but 
also applies to all. The penultimate and last bullet points are worded 
oddly – the absolute risk of cerebral palsy certainly is small, but are 
you actually referring to the increase in risk due to motor vehicle 
injury?  
3. Methods: what exactly is meant by 98% linkage “accuracy”?  
4. It would be more appropriate to include an interaction term for 
preterm birth and motor vehicle crashes rather than stratifying the 
analysis. The rationale for the propensity score analysis focusing on 
preterm birth is not immediately clear. Was this decided on a priori? 
What were the assumptions underlying this approach? Motor vehicle 
crashes during pregnancy could potentially trigger preterm birth. 
Were preterm births more common in the injured group? Do you 
have information on the interval between date of crash and date of 
birth for preterm and term babies? What are the implications of 
stratifying on this variable?  
5. Table 3 presents multivariable (not multivariate) analyses. How 
was the model choice determined? I assumed that income and rural 
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were not included in the full model as they were not statistically 
significant, but then neither was parity. What does the enrollment 
variable refer to?  
6. Results: percentages (or rates) should be provided alongside 
absolute numbers. It would be helpful to state the number and 
proportion of births that were preterm alongside stating that the 
highest risks were in this group.  
7. It would be helpful to evaluate the relative effect of motor vehicle 
crashes on risk of CP, taking into account all other relative predictors 
(and potentially a preterm-crash interaction term), and I don’t think 
this is actually presented. This would answer the question - after 
having adjusted for all other relevant factors, do crashes increase 
the risk of CP for term or preterm babies?  
8. What were the results of the secondary analysis considering 
interval deaths?  
9. Table 5 and Table 2 presents risk of cerebral palsy following 
crashes, for different sets of predictors. It appears that these are 
univariate analyses – it would be interesting to see which of these 
variables was most important in a multivariable model.  
10. How many mothers were involved in more than one crash? How 
did you account for clustering of births from the same mother?  
11. Throughout, the results refer to relative risks, yet the methods 
state a Cox proportional hazards model was used. Were the 
assumptions of this approach met? Are you in fact presenting 
hazard ratios?  
12. The discussion states that gestational age was not available. In 
this case, how was preterm birth derived? In fact, preterm birth is not 
actually defined anywhere. 

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

REVIEW #1 COMMENTS (n = 4)  

1) Imprecision of Subgroup Analyses  

The review begins with praise and then highlights that the rarity of cerebral palsy leads to imprecise 

estimates of relative risk. We agree and now provide 95% confidence intervals for subgroup analyses 

along with absolute risk estimates for the primary analysis. The relevant findings now appear in the 

results section and Table 2, Table 3, and Table 5. In addition, we now raise cautions in the discussion 

section about over-interpreting subgroup analyses.  

 

2) Importance of Prematurity  

The review next corroborates that prematurity is a known risk factor for cerebral palsy established in 

past literature. We agree and now provide further citations to past publications showing the rates 

observed in this study are similar to rates observed in prior research.  

 

3) Secondary Analysis of Gestation Age  

The review wonders about a further analysis stratifying those with preterm birth according to 

gestational age in weeks. We agree that such details are intriguing, yet our study lack sufficient 

statistical power for examining such nuances. We now mention this limitation in the discussion section 

as a topic for future research.  

 

4) Severity of Collision  

The review ends by mentioning that our study lacks data on the severity of the collision. We agree 

that data on travel speed, impact location, biomechanical forces, and other collision details would be 

interesting but are not available in our databases. We now add this limitation to the discussion 

section. We also continue to show the indirect details of ambulance involvement and triage urgency in 
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Table 5 (since all crashes sent the pregnant woman to an emergency department).  

 

REVIEW #2 COMMENTS (n = 10)  

1) Underestimating Causality due to Intermediate Variable  

The review begins with compliments on the originality and understandability of our study and then 

offers citations to the work of Pearl and of Wilcox on causal inference. We agree that adjustment for 

intermediate variables (along a causal pathway) may cause analyses to underestimate the 

association between an exposure and outcome. In our study, this would result in a conservative bias 

and leads to underestimating the association between motor vehicle crashes and subsequent 

cerebral palsy outcomes. The degree of underestimation is likely small because most cerebral palsy 

diagnoses are unrelated to crashes and because crashes are infrequent. We now add this limitation 

to the discussion section.  

 

2) Twin Pregnancies as Separate Observations  

The review highlights that twin pregnancies are not independent observations and are, in turn, 

associated with an increased risk of subsequent cerebral palsy. In response, we now repeat the 

propensity score analysis after excluding all twin births, obtain similar findings on the association 

between motor vehicle crashes and subsequent cerebral palsy, and provide the specific results in the 

results section. This new analysis helps address the concern that observations are not independent.  

 

3) Counting Mothers for Each Pregnancy  

The review raises a similar caution of repeat observations since one mother might have more than 

one pregnancy. We agree that such clustering is present, yet it is infrequent since few (n < 6) gave 

birth to more than 1 child with cerebral palsy following singleton pregnancies. The main exception is 

multiple births, and that was our rationale for excluding higher-order multiple births and our new 

sensitivity analysis excluding twin births. We have not subjected this small subgroup to sensitivity 

analysis (women with more than 1 child with cerebral palsy following separate singleton pregnancies) 

and provide, instead, the more stringent analysis excluding all twin births (n = 20,526).  

 

4a) Expanding the Discussion Section  

The review invites us to expand the discussion section with further interpretation on why children born 

preterm were at increased risk after a crash (perhaps analogous to a “two-hit” hypothesis in 

carcinogenesis). We agree that such speculation is interesting; however, our study was not designed 

to provide a detailed explanation of mechanisms. Our study was designed to describe the association 

between motor vehicle crashes during pregnancy and cerebral palsy during infancy. We have now 

expanded the discussion modestly, inserted stronger mention of possible confounders (such as 

maternal stress and psychiatric illness), and highlighted more opportunities for future research.  

 

4b) Confining all Comments to the Discussion Section  

The review also advises against mixing interpretative comments with findings in the results section. 

We agree that our exposition centralizes most of the discussion in the discussion section; however, 

our internal reviewers found that a few brief segues were valuable for following the chain of complex 

statistical results. As a compromise, we have now eliminated all but one interpretative comment from 

the results section.  

 

5) Reducing Superfluous Citations  

The review urges a review and revision of the reference list. We agree that the original submission 

contained unnecessary citations and a few misplaced citations. We have now rechecked again, 

repaired mistakes, and reduced the citation (from 106 to 87) even after including new citations 

suggested by reviews.  

 

6) Leaving out Information that is less Relevant  
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The review comments that our analysis can be somewhat overwhelming and suggests shortening the 

methods and results sections. We agree that brevity helps busy readers and yet we also respect other 

reviews who request increased technical details. We have now shortened in selected places and 

hope to achieve a balance between being simple and being thorough. We have also expanded the 

footnotes to Table 1, Table 2, Table 3, and Table 5 to relegate several technical points away from the 

manuscript text.  

 

7) Word Choice of “causes” for “risk factors”  

The review recommends changing a word in the introductory text (page 4 line 12). We agree and 

have now done so.  

 

8) Word Choice of “many” for “most”  

The review recommends changing a word in the introductory text (page 4 line 18). We agree and 

have now done so.  

 

9) Absolute Count of Cerebral Palsy Cases Avoided  

The review recommends deleting an analysis from the results section (page 8 line 45). We agree that 

simplicity is helpful yet have retained this one numerical result for readers interested in technical 

count data.  

 

10) Double checking Citations #11, #12. #46, #48, #61, #70, #103  

The review ends with recommends to check the appropriateness of some citations. We agree that 

most of these are unnecessary and have now deleted accordingly. We have also run through once 

more to reduce the citations further.  

 

REVIEW #3 COMMENTS (n = 12)  

1) Revising the Abstract  

The review starts with affirmations and focuses on clarifications by beginning with a suggestion to 

insert percentages to accompany counts, clarify the term “marginal”, include absolute risks in the 

abstract (not just the manuscript), and list the number of individuals included in the propensity score 

analysis in the abstract (not just the table). We agree and have now made the suggested changes.  

 

2) Revising the Article Summary  

The review suggests wording changes to the 2nd, 4th, and 5th bullet points. We agree and have now 

made the suggested changes.  

 

3) Clarifying the Completeness of Linkage  

The review cautions that the term “accuracy” is ambiguous when characterizing linkage rates. We 

agree and now use the term “complete” to better denote the adequacy of linking maternal and birth 

records.  

 

4a) Rationale for Focusing on Preterm Births  

The review seeks further explanation about preterm birth and cerebral palsy. We agree that preterm 

birth is a major predictor of cerebral palsy, as established in past research and again confirmed in our 

study. The root cause of preterm birth, of course, can be diverse and includes genetics, infections, 

toxins, and many other exposures. The distinction between preterm birth and term births, therefore, is 

emphasized in the literature and typically presented as separate subgroups (since clinicians more 

easily interpret subgroups than interaction variables). A propensity score analysis, which we also 

provide, is also a logical approach for testing the study question, providing a convenient summary 

table to check baseline balance, and avoiding some artifacts of over-fitted regressions. We now retain 

the distinction of preterm birth and term births, explain more in the methods section, and provide 

results for both analyses so readers can judge for themselves. We now also show that few women (n 
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= 52) delivered within 48 hours of a motor vehicle crash, thereby providing insufficient statistical 

power for further stratified analyses. More could be reviewed about preterm infants, of course, that 

might serve as a topic of an accompanying editorial.  

 

4b) Frequency of Preterm Births in the Injured Group  

The review also asks whether preterm birth is more common in the injured group. We agree that 

trauma is one cause but not the only cause of preterm birth. We now show in Table 1 that 548 

children had preterm birth following 7,933 pregnancies complicated by a motor vehicle crash (6.91%) 

whereas 86,887 children had preterm birth following 1,317,727 pregnancies uncomplicated by a 

motor vehicle crash (6.59%). The absolute increase is 25 additional cases of preterm birth following a 

motor vehicle crash that is not statistically significant (possibly because preterm birth has a large 

number of additional causes that are generally evenly balanced between the two groups). We now 

provide the exact counts so that readers can judge the data for themselves.  

 

4c) Interval Between Date of Crash and Date of Birth  

The review asks about the time delay between vehicle crash and subsequent childbirth (for both the 

preterm group and the at-term group). We agree that such descriptive information is interesting. 

Overall, 12 children were born within 48 hours among the 548 children involved in a crash who 

delivered preterm (2.19%) whereas 40 children were born within 48 hours among the 6,481 children 

involved in a crash who delivered at-term (0.62%). Hence, most crashes did not lead to preterm birth 

and did not lead to immediate delivery (≤ 48 hours). We have now added these findings to the results.  

 

5) Additional Predictors of Cerebral Palsy  

The review requests more details about the multivariable proportional hazards analysis of preterm 

newborns (n = 87,435, events = 850). We selected this model to account for interval deaths (not all 

infants survive to age 3 years) and possible illness severity (cerebral palsy diagnosed at age 1 years 

might mean more than when diagnosed at age 2 years). The definitions of socioeconomic status, rural 

home location, enrolment interval, and parity are now shown in the results section. The predictors 

represent the patient characteristics shown in Table 1, the first set of columns shows the univariate 

predictors, and the second set of columns shows the multivariable predictors (based on those with 

significant univariate correlations p<0.05). We have now added these technical details to the footnote 

of Table 3.  

 

6) Displaying Counts and Proportions  

The review suggests calculating percentages or rates when providing counts. We agree and now 

show results both ways as appropriate in the text. In addition, Table 1 and Table 2 shows the 

numbers and proportions of births that were preterm. Table 4 shows the corresponding numbers and 

proportions for the propensity matched subgroup.  

 

7) Accounting for All Relevant Predictors  

The review wonders about a more extensive regression analysis taking into account all predictors and 

possible interaction terms. We agree that such analyses are interesting however, the low absolute 

count of children diagnosed with cerebral palsy following a pregnancy complicated by a crash (n = 18) 

means that such statistical models are prone to over-fitting despite the overall large size of the cohort 

(n = 1,325,660). This was our rationale for using a propensity score matched approach to account for 

relevant predictors. We now add this point to the methods section.  

 

8) Accounting for Interval deaths  

The review expresses curiosity about interval deaths. We agree that death is always important 

despite not being our pre-specified primary hypothesis. Overall, 27 children died before age 3 years 

following 7,933 pregnancies complicated by a motor vehicle crash (3.4 per 1,000) whereas 5,398 

children died before age 3 years following 1,317,727 pregnancies uncomplicated by a motor vehicle 
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crash (4.1 per 1,000). The difference is not statistically significant (p = 0.34) and implies that 

censoring for deaths makes little difference to the relative risk estimates in our study evaluating 

cerebral palsy following a motor vehicle crash in pregnancy. We have now added this point to the 

results section.  

 

9) Interpretation of Table 2 and Table 5  

The review highlights an ambiguity in our secondary analyses of cerebral palsy risk. We agree that 

the table provides subgroup analyses stratified according to the specific characteristic of the individual 

or the crash. We now clarify this point in the footnote to Table 2 and Table 5. We have not conducted 

more extensive multivariable models (for reasons explained in Review #3 Comment #7) and now 

mention this distinction in the methods section.  

 

10) Mothers in More than One Crash  

The review remarks that one mother over time might be involved in more than one crash. We agree 

since our study involved 884,897 total mothers of whom 7,794 were involved in a motor vehicle crash 

during pregnancy. Of these, 7,756 mothers had exactly one crash, 38 mothers had exactly two 

crashes, and 0 mothers had three or more crashes. Hence, the initial crash risk was about 0.88% 

(7,794 /884,897) and the next crash risk was about 0.49% (38 / 7,794). This low serial correlation 

suggests that a clustering of separate crashes to the same mother does not cause a major distortion 

in our analysis of cerebral palsy risks. We have now added this descriptive statistic to the results 

section.  

 

11) Quantifying Relative Risks with the Proportional Hazards Model  

The review comments that estimated relative risks are based on the proportional hazards model. We 

agree, affirm that hazard ratios are a good approximation for relative risks because the outcome is 

infrequent, and now make this assumption explicit in the methods section and in footnotes of Table 2, 

Table 3, Table 5. The proportionality assumption was tested using Schoenfield residuals and showed 

no significant correlation with time (now documented in the footnote for Appendix Figure 1).  

 

12) Collecting Further Data on Gestational Age  

The review ends by inviting more analyses based on gestational age in weeks. We agree that such 

nuances are interesting (in accord with Review #1 Comment #3) yet such details are not available in 

our database. In particular, the International Classification of Diseases distinguishes between pre-

term delivery, at-term delivery, and post-term delivery. The International Classification of Diseases 

does not detail precise weeks of gestation (and we made no attempt to second-guess medical 

records). We now provide our definition of preterm birth in the methods section. We now highlight the 

opportunity for future research on extreme prematurity in the discussion section. 

 

VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Morris Odell 
Victorian Institute of Forensic Medicine,Melbourne, Australia 

REVIEW RETURNED 19-Jul-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS An interesting study that conforms some previous work on this 
subject. The statistical increase in incidence of CP in this study was 
not great and this makes the acknowledgement of possible 
limitations and confounding factors all the more important. 

 

REVIEWER Katie Harron 
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London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, UK 

REVIEW RETURNED 18-Jul-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS I am satisfied with the responses to my previous comments and 
would be happy for this study to be published.   
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